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ECOLOMONDO “A PUBLICLY LISTED COMPANY ON THE TSX-V
EXCHANGE”
INFORMATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE. In no event shall Ecolomondo Corporation, its directors, officers, employees, agents or advisors be liable for any loss of use, data,
income or profits incidental, special, indirect or consequential or any similar losses or damages of any kind whatsoever, whether or not advised of the possibility of damages,
and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with the use of the information contained in this presentation. This information in this presentation is believed to
be accurate, however, technical inaccuracies or typographical errors may have occurred. Information at this presentation, may be subject to change.
LEGAL NOTICE. The information contained within this presentation is not intended to be a comprehensive review of all matters and developments concerning Ecolomondo
Corporation and Ecolomondo Corporation assumes no responsibility as to its completeness, accuracy or currency. This presentation may contain forward–looking statements
which involve risks and uncertainties which may affect Ecolomondo Corporation’s business and prospects and cause actual results to differ from the forward–looking
statements. Specifically, charts, tables and text in this presentation may make use of estimates.
Forward–looking statements contained in this presentation may be affected by the following factors, among others: risks associated with the business of Ecolomondo
Corporation, development and commercialization; changes in the price of commodities; changes in foreign currency exchange rates; commodity and foreign currency hedging
activities; increased operating costs; increased labour costs; increasing interest rates applicable to debt; government regulations including regulations relating to prices, taxes,
royalties and environmental protection.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS AND DISCLOSURE. This presentation contains certain forward-looking information. Words such as “may”, “would”, “could”, “will”,
“expects”, “anticipates”, “believes”, variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward looking information. Specifically, and without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, all information included in this presentation that addresses activities, events or developments that Ecolomondo Corporation expects or
anticipates will or may occur in the future, including, but not limited to, such things as future capital (including the amount and nature thereof), projects under development,
goals, objectives, plans and references to the future success of such entities is forward looking information, including, without limitation, such information contained in this
presentation. Actual results could differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward looking information as a result of certain factors.
Viewers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward looking information contained in this presentation, which reflects the analysis of the management of
Ecolomondo Corporation, as appropriate, only as of the date of this presentation. There can be no assurance that the actual results or developments anticipated by
Ecolomondo Corporation will be realized or, even if substantially realized, that they will have the expected consequences to, or effects on Ecolomondo Corporation or any of
the business or operations of such entities. Ecolomondo Corporation does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update such forward-looking information.
Forecasts and other information that may contain forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties. Therefore, all statements, other than statements of
historical fact, are to be considered forward looking. Such forward–looking information and statements are based on current expectations, forecasts, estimates, and
projections about global and regional economic conditions as well as industries that are major markets for Ecolomondo Corporation. There can be no assurances that such
statements will prove accurate and, therefore, viewers are cautioned that such statements may differ materially form actual future events. There are no representations or
warranties. Viewers are referred to the information circular filed on SEDAR (www.sedar.com), and more specifically the section related to risk factors that could cause actual
results to differ from those contained in the forward-looking statements.
MARKET AND INDUSTRY DATA. This presentation includes market and industry data that has been obtained from third party sources, including industry publications, as well
as industry data prepared by Ecolomondo Corporation on the basis of its knowledge of and experience in its industry (including management’s estimates and assumptions
relating to such industry based on that knowledge). The knowledge of management of Ecolomondo Corporation of such industry has been developed through its experience
and participation in such industry. Although management of Ecolomondo Corporation believes such information to be reliable, Ecolomondo Corporation nor its management
have independently verified any of the data from third party sources referred to in this presentation or ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon by such
sources. References in this presentation to any publications, reports, surveys or articles prepared by third parties should not be construed as depicting the complete findings of
the entire publication, report, survey or article. The information in any such publication, report, survey or article is not incorporated by reference in this presentation.
GENERAL DISCLAIMERS. This presentation and its content is owned and copyright Ecolomondo Corporation. All rights reserved. Any redistribution, reproduction, public
performance or display of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited. You may not, without our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the
content, nor may you transmit it or store it in any other form of electronic retrieval system.

MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIRMAN
Once Ecolomondo was introduced to me almost 14 years
ago, I immediately seized on the business opportunity
created by the global need for this type of technology.
Once acquired, I assembled a competent team of experts
and scientists to overcome the many challenges
associated with the processing of hydrocarbon waste, at
industrial scale.

Chairman Eliot Sorella

“Over the years, we spared no expense and cut no
corners during the development of the Thermal
Decomposition Platform (“TDP”).”
After many years of dedication, hard work and
investment, our technological teams were able to
overcome all technological uncertainties associated with
processing hydrocarbon waste. These technological
breakthroughs now position Ecolomondo among industry
leaders.
Value Your World
“Recycle”
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GLOBAL CHALLENGE “SUSTAINABILITY”

Ecolomondo
decomposes
waste to recycle
resources for
reuse.

The global economy must make the transition
from a linear to a circular economy or
eventually face the consequences associated
with supply shortages of resources.
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WASTE TO RESOURCES
Waste-to-resources technologies such as Ecolomondo’s Thermal Decomposition
Process (“TDP”) are essential to the expansion of the circular economy.
✓ Ecolomondo is currently marketing TDP turnkey facilities that recover resources
from scrap tires.
‘It is important to mention that Ecolomondo owns one of the rare pyrolysis technologies
in the world which has demonstrated it can operate successfully at an industrial scale.”
(translation from doctorate thesis, Jean-Remi Lanteigne, Ph.D., Polytechnique Montreal)

Hydrocarbon Waste

Scrap Tires

Plastics

By the end of 2020, 2 billion tires worldwide will reach
their end-of-life every year.
• 165 million scrap tires are still burnt as fuel in the USA
every year.

TDP recycles hydrocarbon waste
to recover resource materials.

IF ALL 2 BILLION TIRES ARE RECOVERED:
• 30 billion lbs/yr of resources would be recycled
• Millions of tons/yr of CO2 emissions would be avoided

Tires

Diapers

Shingles

Fluff

• 440 million tons/year
• 34% of all landfilling
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TDP PROCESS OVERVIEW
Waste Feedstock

Input

Output

TDP

Carbon black

Gas used to heat the reactor

Carbon
black
Oil &
derived
products

Syngas
Oil & Derived
products

Steel

“I was impressed by the simplicity of the operation, which was complemented by the automation
system. The simplicity also supports the consistent quality of the recycled carbon black and the oil.”
Dr. Gerald Kutney, Ph. D., Managing Director, Sixth Element Sustainable Management
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TDP PROCESS CYCLE = 8 Hours
1
Tire
Shredding

Brought down to
crumb rubber

Reactor
Loading

4

Thermal
Process

Resource
Materials

15,000 lbs of crumb
rubber per batch

Steel and fiber are
removed
Cycle time 
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2

1 hour

Reactor is heated
with gas from
previous batch

Carbon black is
vacuumed from
the reactor for final
processing.

Oil and gas are
generated

Oil is fractionated
for various
applications.

5 hours

1 hour

* Gas generated by the process is used as the energy source for the reactors.
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VALUE OUTPUT FROM TIRE WASTE
Carbon black
41%

Syngas
10%
(USED for our thermal process)

Water
1%

Steel
• Recovered during
shredding
• Not loaded in the
reactor to maximize
rubber payload

Oil & derived products
47%

TDP maximizes recovered carbon
black (“rCB”) output, the resource
with the highest commercial value.
One ton of tire waste yields one ton
of recovered resource materials.

Revenue Streams for a TDP Facility
Oil & derived
products

rCB

Steel

Gas

$40 per barrel

$960 per ton

$220 per ton

Consumed
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TDP IS SAFE AND GREEN
LOW ENVIRONMENTAL
FOOTPRINT

SAFETY FEATURES
•

Safety valve

•

Rupture disk

•

Low positive pressure

•

Automated process

•
•

•

Emissions well below authorized
standards – a capture rate of
99.97% of hydrogen sulfate (H2S)

Redundancy

•

Very little residue (< 1%)

Real time monitoring of all process parameters

•

Closed loop water recycling /
very little water consumption

•

Controlled noise levels

•

Efficient process parameters

•

Ground flare for safety and
emissions control

•

Controlled noise levels

•

Reduces the need to produce
virgin resources

“The solution developed by Ecolomondo’s team of scientists and
engineers is a green one. Nothing goes to waste! (…) The technology
is robust, safe and the products are of high quality.”
Dr. Franco Berruti, Ph. D., P. Eng., Director,
Institute for Chemicals and Fuels from
Alternative Resources at Western Univ.

“All air measurements from stack from the TDP comply easily (much
less than 10% of the specified norm) with EPA Air Emission Standards
and also to each parameter specified in Environment Quebec Air
Quality Standards.”
Gilles Tremblay, P.Chem., M.Sc., Consultant
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ECOLOMONDO’S COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
✓ Proprietary, turnkey
automated system
✓ Efficient and safe process
parameters
✓ Energy self-sufficient

TDP Reactor (Contrecoeur TDP Facility)

✓ Already scaled to industrial size
✓ 25+ years of experience and data acquisition
✓ First mover advantage

✓ Respects environmental
standards
✓ Scalable, modular
technology
✓ High-quality yield that has
global demand

✓ Strategically positioned to be a market leader
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TDP RECOVERED CARBON BLACK
TDP produces a high quality recovered carbon black (“rCB”) low in ash content.
➢ It is the end-product with the highest commercial value
➢ TDP ensures quality and consistency of its rCB
➢ Efficient process parameters maximize its output

➢ Reduces CO2 emissions by replacing virgin carbon black with recycled
carbon black (“rCB”)
RECOVERED CARBON BLACK (“rCB”)
Ecolomondo’s TDP process provides a quality
recovered carbon black
✓ Similar in properties to virgin carbon black
✓ Consistent and high quality particles
✓ Excellent dispersion characteristics
✓ Free of the often present hydrocarbon odors

MARKETS FOR rCB
✓ Carbon black distributors
✓ Manufacturers of:
Rubber hoses, conveyor belts, off-road
tires, bumpers, roof shingles, pipes,
asphalt, cart wheels, semi conductive
cables, casings, moldings, master
batches, etc.
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EXPANDING MARKETS FOR RECYCLED CARBON BLACK
WORLD CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA (1)

GROWTH DRIVERS FOR rCB

Virgin carbon black
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WORLD CONSUMPTION VS. PRODUCTION (2)

➢ Expected supply interruptions and
sustainability should drive demand
and higher pricing for rCB
➢ Recovered carbon black (rCB) is a
sustainable, lower cost alternative to
virgin carbon black

Virgin carbon black

16
14

Million Tons

• Global environmental concerns
are restricting production capacity
of virgin carbon black

Lbs per Capita

➢ Demand for virgin carbon black is
expected to keep growing and to
outpace supply.
• Increasing consumption per capita
and the steady growth of global
population
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(1) Ceresana (Market Intelligence Consulting), Market Study on Carbon Black.
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BUSINESS MODEL
Ecolomondo’s Revenue Streams
1. Sale of turnkey TDP facilities
• Third parties
• Joint ventures
• Corporately owned

2. Royalties from operating TDP facilities
3. After-market services
• Technology upgrades
• Spare parts and extended warranties
• Facility design and sales support

Facility Size

Annual Capacity

2 – Reactor

15,000 tons

4 – Reactor

30,000 tons

6 – Reactor

45,000 tons

8 – Reactor

60,000 tons

Ecolomondo’s Sales Stategy: “Being a Full Service Provider”
Ecolomondo assists its clients to:
•
•
•
•
•

Select a site and secure permits
Secure feedstock supply
Obtain financing
Secure off-take agreements
Secure carbon credits and tipping fees

A TDP turnkey facility includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Shredders
TDP reactors, flare and storage tanks
Automation and control systems
Carbon black processing equipment
Oil fractionation system

TDP turnkey facilities
are sold with:
•
•
•
•

Licensing
Facility design
Commissioning
Technology upgrades
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Directors
Elio Sorella, B.Comm.
Chairman and CEO

Donald Prinsky, CPA, CA
Chief Financial Officer

Tennyson Anthony, Esq., B.A., J.D.
Compensation Committee

Alain Denis, MBA, IAS.A.
Audit & Compensation Committees

Brigitte Gauthier, Esq., LL.B.
Compensation Committee

Mario Girard
Audit Committee

Michelle Rosa, LL.B.
Audit Committee

Details
• 1999 –Present Chief Executive Officer for 16 years of Futurplast Extrusions, the leading plastic extrusion
company in North America specializing in acrylic tubes, rods and profiles
• 1995 –Present Chairman and CEO of the Sorella Group
• Experience in textiles, cosmetics, real estate, plastic extrusion and transport

• CFO of Ecolomondo since 2010
• 2004 –2010 Founder of Donald Prinsky Consulting Services
• 1969 –2004 Richter LLP (named partner in 1979)
• Tennyson S. Anthony, LLP , attorney in CT
• 2011-2017 President & CEO of Kelyniam Global (cranial and cranial-facial implants)
•
•
•
•

Senior Vice-President, Fonds de Solidarité FTQ
Executive positions in financial and venture capital firms
Special assistant to the Minister of finance and regional development of Canada
Member of Boards of corporations and non-profit organizations and of Institute of Corporate Directors

• Partner, law firm Alepin Gauthier
• Member of Boards of many non-profit organizations, including Montgomery College and Hospital Cite
de la Sante foundations.
• Chair of the Board of many organizations, including the Bar of Laval and the Laval Women Center
•
•
•
•
•

2011-Present President & CEO, the Quebec Port Authority
2008-2011 CEO, Quebec Foundation of Entrepreneurship
2001-2007 Founder and CEO, Nstein Technologies
1985-2001 Founder and CEO, Gespro Technologies
Member of the World Presidents’ Organizations

•
•
•
•

Notarial law practice, law firm Dunton Rainville
Practice includes estates, planning and implementation strategies
Member of Chambre des Notaires du Quebec since 2008
Speaker on numerous conferences and training sessions to businesses
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MANAGEMENT
Management
Elio Sorella, B.Comm.
Chairman and CEO

JF Labbé, MBA, LL.M.
Chief Operating Officer

Donald Prinsky, CPA, CA
Chief Financial Officer

Tennyson Anthony, Esq., B.A., J.D.
Strategic investments, U.S. expansion

Lawrence Culliford, B.Eng.
Business Development

Hugo Morin, Eng.
Director Engineering

Details
• 1999 –Present Chief Executive Officer for 16 years of Futurplast Extrusions, the leading plastic
extrusion company in North America specializing in acrylic tubes, rods and profiles
• 1995 –Present Chairman and CEO of the Sorella Group
• Experience in textiles, cosmetics, real estate, plastic extrusion and transport

•
•
•
•

Strategy consulting with PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Balanced Scorecard Collaborative and SECOR
Special assistant to the Minister of Finance and regional development of Canada
Counsel for Hydro-Quebec
Founding President of Recycor, a former leading Canadian scrap tire recycler

• CFO of Ecolomondo since 2010
• 2004 –2010 Founder of Donald Prinsky Consulting Services
• 1969 –2004 Richter LLP (named partner in 1979)

• Tennyson S. Anthony, LLP , attorney in CT
• 2011-2017 President & CEO of Kelyniam Global (cranial and cranial-facial implants)

• Over 23 years of experience on business development in hydrocarbon waste solutions
• Extensive experience on waste management businesses and solutions

• Industrial engineer for biotech and waste-to-energy companies including PGNature and Biofour
• Experienced in design, manufacture, installation and management of waste processing equipment
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For more information, contact

Website

investors@ecolomondocorp.com
sales@ecolomondocorp.com

www.ecolomondo.com

Thank you
for recycling

